
This message is intended for faculty contemplating applying to the National Science Foundation’s   
Big Data Regional Innovation Hubs: Establishing Spokes to Advance Big Data Applications (BD Spokes) 
program. 

NSF's Directorate for Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) initiated the National 
Network of Big Data Regional Innovation Hubs (BD Hubs) program in FY 2015. Four BD Hubs – Midwest, 
Northeast, South, and West – were established to foster multi-sector collaborations among academia, 
industry, and government, both nationally and internationally. These BD Hubs are serving a convening 
and coordinating role by bringing together a wide range of Big Data stakeholders in order to connect 
solution seekers with solution providers. 

In FY 2016, the Big Data Regional Innovation Hubs: Establishing Spokes to Advance Big Data Applications 
(BD Spokes) solicitation began extending the BD Hubs network by establishing multi-institutional and 
multi-sector collaborations to focus on topics of specific interest to a given region. The first set of BD 
Spokes was funded in FY 2016. This solicitation calls for new BD Spoke proposals to be awarded in FY 
2018. Collaborating with BD Hubs, each BD Spoke will focus on a particular topic that requires Big Data 
approaches and solutions. The set of activities managed by a BD Spoke will promote progress towards 
solutions in the chosen topic area. The regional BD Hub Steering Committee will provide general 
guidance to each BD Spoke and will assist the BD Spoke in coordinating with the national BD Hub 
network, with other BD Spokes, and with the broader innovation ecosystem. 

The Big Data activities of a BD Spoke will be guided by the following broad themes: 

• Accelerating progress towards addressing societal grand challenges relevant to the regional and 
national priority areas defined by the BD Hubs (information on priority areas can be found on 
each Hub’s website listed in the Introduction section below); 

• Helping automate the Big Data lifecycle; and 
• Enabling access to and spurring the use of important and valuable available data assets, 

including international data sets where relevant. 

NSF's overall Big Data research and development (R&D) portfolio includes fundamental research, 
infrastructure development and provisioning, education and workforce development, and community 
engagement. Not all of these aspects of the overall portfolio are covered by this solicitation. In 
particular, this solicitation is not meant to fund proposals in which fundamental research is the primary 
activity. If research is a substantial portion of the proposed activities, please consult with a cognizant 
NSF program officer of this solicitation to help find a more appropriate solicitation. For example, 
projects focused on foundations and innovative applications related to Big Data may be better suited for 
submission to the Critical Techniques and Technologies for Advancing Foundations and Applications of 
Big Data Science & Engineering (BIGDATA) program. Similarly, projects focused primarily on privacy 
research may be more suited to NSF’s Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC) program. 

There are two proposal categories covered by this solicitation: SMALL and MEDIUM BD Spokes. 

All (SMALL or MEDIUM) BD Spoke proposals submitted in response to this solicitation must include a 
Letter of Collaboration from a regional BD Hub. Proposals not including a Letter of Collaboration from 
a BD Hub will be returned without review. No exceptions will be made. 



LIMIT ON NUMBER OF PROPOSALS PER ORGANIZATION:  An organization may participate as submitting 
organization (or, in the case of collaborative proposals, as the lead organization) for at most one 
proposal responsive to this solicitation. 
 
Proposal submissions are limited to 1 per organization (except as non-lead in a collaborative proposal) 
to maintain a balanced geographic representation of the Regional Hubs and Spokes program and to 
increase diversity of participating institutions. 
 
LIMIT ON NUMBER OF PROPOSALS PER PI OR CO-PI:  An investigator may participate as PI or Co-PI in no more 
than one proposal submitted in response to this solicitation, irrespective of proposal category. However, 
there is no limit on the number of proposals on which an individual may serve as Senior Personnel. 
 
These eligibility constraints will be strictly enforced in order to treat everyone fairly and consistently. 
In the event that an individual exceeds this limit, proposals received within the limit will be accepted 
based on earliest date and time of proposal submission (i.e., the first proposal received will be 
accepted and the remainder will be returned without review). No exceptions will be made. 
 
DEADLINE FOR FULL PROPOSALS:  SEPTEMBER 18, 2017 
 
Because of the above restrictions, Research and Sponsored Programs is requesting that all those 
interested in applying to the competition submit an abstract for their project to Deborah Lundin by 
Friday, June 30.  This will enable us to ensure that the University does not submit more than the allotted 
amount of proposals for our institution.  If the number of abstracts we receive exceeds the number of 
proposals we are allowed to submit, we will advise the relevant faculty on how a nomination selection 
will be determined and how to proceed with the submission of the proposal. 
 
You may download the complete program description and application guidelines at 
https://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?WT.z_pims_id=505264&ods_key=nsf17546.  If you 
have any questions about the program or nominating procedure, you may contact our office at ext. 
2425. 

https://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?WT.z_pims_id=505264&ods_key=nsf17546

